DIVISION NEWS

FOUNDERS’ MEDAL – CANADIAN ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH SOCIETY 2017

Dr. Philippe Phan and a team of researchers (Katharine E. Hicks, Yichen Zhao, Nader Fallah, Carly S. Rivers, Vanessa K. Noonan, Tova Plashkes, Eugene K. Wai, Darren M. Roffey, Eve C. Tsai, Jerome Paquet, Najmedden Attabib, Travis Marion, Henry Ahn, The RHSCIR Network) were awarded this award for their work:

BRAVO À TOUS!

Dr. Philippe Phan

Dr J Pollock initiates the Comprehensive Orthopaedic Service at the General Campus. This endeavor is supported by Dr Mazen Younes (hospitalist) and our new Nurse Clinical Lead.

ACADEMIC NEWS

Recent publications from our Division members


As our knowledge continues to progress in improving the Quality of Care, it is now clear that the three pillars of: Improving Care, Patient Experience, Lower per Capita Cost was lacking a key stakeholder. Hence the fourth pillar: Physician Engagement. I would encourage all of my colleagues to be present at the table in order that the interests of our patients are always represented. Recognizing physician engagement is especially important as for the last two years our Division has been implementing our Continuous Quality initiative to improve patient care and safety as well as maximizing the quality of our care. I am very pleased to announce that our ConEHR software is now live with our Foot and Ankle CPU being the first to implement. Thank you all for your efforts.

Paul E. Beaulé MD FRCSC
Head, Division of Orthopaedic Surgery
University of Ottawa
www.uottawaortho.ca
**Patient Experience Dashboard Most Significant Improvement**

**CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question (Click question below for Response Analysis)</th>
<th>YTD</th>
<th>Prior YTD</th>
<th>Prior Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51416 - Overall, do you feel you were helped by your hospital stay? Please answer on a scale where 0 is &quot;not helped at all&quot; and 10 is &quot;helped completely.&quot; (Not helped at all 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / Helped completely 10)</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51417 - Overall Rating of Experience (I had a very poor experience 0 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / I had a very good experience 10)</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rattle me Bones (RMB)** was held on October 29, 2017 this year with over 1300 runners and 40 volunteers. Thank you to all the staff and residents for their support!

Drs. Robert Feibel and Joel Werier

Dr. Caleb Netting


Jhase A Sniderman , Darren M Roffey, Richard Lee, Gabrielle D Papineau, Isabelle H Miles, Eugene K Wai, Stephen P Kingwell Treatment options for back pain provided: Canadian magazines: Comparison against evidence from a clinical practice guideline Health Education Journal
Valerie’s Flutter Foundation Fundraiser October 14, 2017

The sarcoma fundraiser was a huge success once again this year! This year’s theme was “The Great Gatsby”.

FACULTY NEWS

Dr. Sasha Carsen completes ISHA Traveling Fellowship visiting Drs. Chris Larson in Minneapolis, Michael Dienst in Germany, Bent Lund in Denmark and Bryan Kelly in New York. Dr. Carsen had two over-arching take away points: 1) that a comprehensive view and approach to the hip joint is necessary and 2) that this can be accomplished through a number of different approaches, dependent on resources, techniques, and skills.

TWO CHEO RESEARCH GROWTH Awardees of $30 000 Each

Congratulations to Dr. Sasha Carsen: Impact of Physical Activity on Cam Deformity and Dr Leanne Ward: Intermittent oral versus daily vitamin D supplementation: A pilot study in the community pediatric care setting

FLS (Fracture Liaison Service) Registry Admission and Recognition

Congratulations to Dr. Paul Kim, Dr. Philippe Phan, Dr. Algis Jovaisas and Reece Bearnes for receiving on behalf of The Ottawa Hospital a Certificate of Achievement for the admission to the Osteoporosis Canada FLS registry.

This honour of admission to the registry acknowledges Canadian Hospitals that have demonstrated a commitment to the principles of identification, investigation, initiation of treatment which will ensure fracture patients will receive the care they need to help prevent future fractures.
Dr. Steven Papp MD, MSc, FRCSC, is past President of the OOA and current Section Leader for Orthopaedic Surgery with the OMA.

Dr. Stephen Kingwell is in the process of obtaining his master’s degree in Health Systems.

VISITING PROFESSORS

Annual Don Johnson Sports Medicine Visiting Professor – Dr. Laith Jazrawi, Chief of Sports Medicine at New York University Hospital for Joint Diseases

Drs. Don Johnson, Michael Pickell, Laith Jazrawi, Geoffrey Dervin, Allan Liew and Peter Lapner

This two-day event included a “Table Ronde” at the Ottawa Hunt and Golf Club and a full day at the University of Ottawa Skills Simulation Centre.

Adult Reconstruction Visiting Professor – Dr. Thomas Fehring, Co-Director of Hip and Knee Center OrthoCarolina, Charlotte, North Carolina, October 24-25, 2017

First row: Drs. Paul Kim, Thomas Fehring, Paul Beaulé, Geoffrey Dervin, Youjin Chang and Wade Gofton
Second row: Drs. Michael Pickell, Alberto Carli and Hesham Abdelbary

Congratulations to Johanna Dobransky for obtaining her CCRP designation (Certified Clinical Research Professional)!

Congratulations to Drs. Gartke and Gammon for their continued efforts in improving patient experience as well as delivering excellent musculoskeletal care:

Dr. Kathleen Gartke received her second TOHMO Quality and Patient Safety Grant entitled: "Evaluating the Association between Orthopedic Surgeon Empathy Using the Consultation and Relational Empathy (CARE) Measure and Patient Experience."

Dr. Gammon recently featured in the Stethoscope Journal for: “His ability to listen was extraordinary, he was profoundly empathetic, and very present when he was with me.”
**RESIDENT NEWS**

Drs. Meaghan Marien and Caleb Netting are this year’s winners at the annual “Orthoman” competition hosted by Dr. Don Johnson, class of ’73

![Image of Drs. Caleb Netting and Meaghan Marien](image1)

The residents’ academic year continues to fly by with the annual orthopaedic in training exam approaching as well as the research in progress day, where the hard work of the residents and entire orthopaedic research team will be presented and reviewed.

The resident group would like to formally welcome back Shay Seth and Kevin Rasuli who have successfully completed their masters. Shay completed a two-year master’s degree in education here in Ottawa and Kevin completed a one year Master of Science in London, England. The resident group congratulates them and is very happy to have them back.

There are some new additions to the orthopaedic resident family! Andrew Adamcyzk recently had a beautiful healthy baby girl Taylor Adamcyzk. Additionally, Kamal Bali is about to welcome his second child and Caleb Netting is expecting his first! We are all very proud of our resident parents and appreciate a residency program that is accepting and accommodating to our families.

![Image of Baby Taylor Adamczyk](image2)

**ALUMNI NEWS**

Drs. McAuley and Beaulé, class of ’98 are part of the 50th Hip Society Celebrations

![Image of Drs. McAuley and Beaulé](image3)
Dr. Chris Carruthers, class of ’73 has been named the new Chair of the Board for the Ottawa International Airport Authority. He is currently a member on the boards of Carleton University and the Mach-Gaenslen Foundation of Canada.

Alumni Challenge for our Research Chair in Regenerative Orthopedic Surgery

HAVE YOU MADE YOUR DONATION YET?

ALUMNI PLEASE SEND US NEWS ABOUT YOU!